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1. Analysis	 of	 existing	 infrastructure,	 data	 and	
services	

Situated at the foothill of the Himalaya, Belaka Municipality lies in Udayapur district, Province-

01 of Nepal. It lays within the 26°42ʹ09ʺN 86°55ʹ29ʺE - 26°55ʹ38ʺN 87°10ʹ06ʺE Latitude and 

longitude between elevations from 136.2m to 999m. It covers an area of 344 sq. Km and has 

9 wards. Among them 4 wards (ward-5, 6, 7 and 8) are in the hilly areas and the remaining 

(ward-1, 2, 3, 4 and 9) are on plain flat land. Most of the land i.e. 137.86 sq. km of land is 

covered by forest and open space. It is surrounded by   Saptakoshi River on the east, Sunkoshi 

River on the north, Deurali hill on the western border and Triyuga River in the south. Chure 

and Mahabharat range border to the north and south. Municipality is located in eastern part 

of Udayapur district which is 42km distance from the district headquarter Gaighat. Koshi 

Tappu Wildlife Reserve, a protected area of Nepal is located in Belaka Municipality. 

A total of 54,122 (26,443 female and 27,676 male) individuals reside in 10,229 households 

(HHs) within Belaka Municipality. The population is diverse with 17 different caste that speaks 

8 different languages and belong to 5 religions including Hinduism, Kirat, Christianity, 

Buddhism and Islam. Nepali is the most spoken language followed by Bantawa and Tharu. 

Majority of the population holds migration history over the past decades from the hilly and 

mountain districts for having better living and agriculture. Also, there are settlements of 

Tharu and other ethnicities. The Municipality is blessed with a diverse and vibrant community, 

good quality environmental assets including clean air and water resources, magnificent view 

and rich in cultural heritage. Agriculture and farming is the major occupation with 64.29% 

population.  

A detailed analysis on the existing status of the municipality and its services is in the Annex I. 
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2. ProMS	system	extension	

2.1 Overview 
The ProMS system is being extended to offer early severe weather warnings directly through 

the application and the mobile client (Figure 1), without the need to use other 3rd-party 

applications. The warning notifications are based on short and medium-range weather 

forecasts for the Belaka municipality, updated daily or several times per day. The notifications 

will be presented to end users both in the ProMS application and mobile devices will be able 

to subscribe to receive push notifications about severe weather via the ProMS mobile client.  

 

Figure 1: Conceptual diagram of the weather warning system 

In addition to the implementation of weather warning notifications, new data layers have 

been added to the ProMS application. The development of the web application is further 

described in Section 3, the development of the mobile client is described in Section 4. 

2.2 Weather forecast data API 
Work is under way to extend the ProMS system to allow polling weather forecast data from 

3rd-party services, providing basis for the severe weather warning notification functionality. 

Currently, the weather data requests from data application interface (API) provided by 

Meteomatics (see https://www.meteomatics.com/en/weather-api/) is being developed and 

the service will be used to query short and medium-range weather forecast data for the 

Belaka municipality. The Meteomatics API allows data from numerous global numerical 

weather models being queried, including the IFS model run at ECMWF and the GFS model by 

NOAA. For the project, the ECMWF model has been selected as it generally offers better 

accuracy for the variables that are of interest. The grid cell size of the model is 4 x 4 km and 
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the data is upscaled by Meteomatics to 90 m resolution based on topography and other 

factors. The nature of the upscaling is however a “black box” and is not expected to increase 

the quality of the forecasts for the purposes of this project.  

The connection to a particular weather data API is relatively minor effort, compared to the 

overall effort given to the extension of the ProMS system under this project. It is 

acknowledged that the Department of Hydrology and Meteorology (DHM), which is a part of 

the Ministry of Energy, Water Resources and Irrigation, has been running local numerical 

weather forecasts since 2016. However, a data interface to these model runs is not available 

as of now and for this reason the data provided by the global is used instead. In the future, it 

would be beneficial to use the higher-resolution numerical weather forecast data produced 

by DHM. 

2.3 Data model design and implementation 
Considering the key concerns of farmers which include weather updates specifically of rainfall 

and its characteristics (intensity, duration, volume, frequency), wind, humidity, maximum and 

minimum temperature, the data generated from the local weather station will be presented 

together with the references of other nearby stations. Other needs of the farmers include 

risks of forest fires, lightning and hailstorms that they have to cope with. However, flash 

floods are the major concerns for the populations in low-lying area particularly in the 

neighborhoods of Trijuga River and Koshi River embankments.  

2.3.1 Weather	warning	system	

Collected data 

The system requests the following parameters daily from the weather API: 

• Temperature at 2 metres (t_2m:C) 

• Humidity at 2 metres (relative_humidity2m>:P) 

• Wind speed at 10 metres (wind_speed_10m:ms) 

• Accumulated precipitation last 24h (precip_24h:mm) 

The parameters are queried daily for the time interval 0 – 240 hours ahead, in 1 hour steps. 

The reason to query in 1-hour steps is because the data needs to be analysed for events 

occurring within given time windows.  

The data is queried for 10 pre-defined locations (the API supports 10 locations in 1 query). 

Parameter are stored for 0h (now), 72h (3-day forecast) and 240h (10-day forecast) for each 

location.  
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Warning thresholds 

The warnings are based on accumulated precipitation going over pre-defined limits: 

• 60 mm in 1 hr, 80 mm in 3 hr, 100 mm in 6 hr, 120 mm in 12 hr or 140 mm in 24 hr  

o Used in http://hydrology.gov.np 

o These thresholds will help the municipality and farmers to adopt response 

measures accordingly.  

o These thresholds also help identify vulnerable spots for landslides, flash 

floods and inundations. 

Upon retrieving data, the whole 240-hour time series is analysed. If any of the above 

conditions is met within the respective (1-24) time window within the time series, a warning 

event is recorded. If a warning event is found, it is assigned a date, which is the day of end of 

the time window.  

Stored in database 

WEATHER_PARAM: 

• ID (primary key) NOT NULL 

• NAME (text) NOT NULL    

• UNIT (text) NOT NULL    

• APINAME (text)  NOT NULL    

WEATHER_LOCATION: 

• ID (primary key)  

• X NOT NULL 

• Y NOT NULL 

• GEOMETRY NOT NULL   

WEATHER_DATA 

• ID (primary key) 

• LOCATION (foreign key to WEATHER_LOCATION) 

• PARAMETER (foreign key to WEATHER_PARAM) 

• VALUE (NUMBER) 

• RETRIEVAL_DATE (DATETIME)     

• ACTUAL_DATE (DATETIME)   
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2.3.2 Weather	data	from	the	installed	station	
The new weather station has started to collect weather data. The system requests a set of 

parameters from the station (Figure 2): 

• Air temperature 

• Rainfall 

• Humidity 

• Dew point 

• Solar voltage 

The parameters are queried daily. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. The new weather station web socket. 

 

2.3.3 Data	presented	in	ProMS	and	mobile	
Weather data is presented in ProMS and mobile on signs and values. 

 

Figure 3. Example of weather data presented in ProMS 
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Figure 4. Example of weather signs 

When the system detects a weather event which fulfils the predefined conditions set, it will 

send push-up notification (warning) to the users. 
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3. Web	application	development	

3.1 Integration	of	available	GIS	data	of	Belaka	
municipality	

A comprehensive geodatabase was provided by the Belaka municipality which includes a large 

number of GIS data (National Consultant Nepal, 2021). From the available data, about 20 

datasets were considered relevant for the application. This includes data on the existing 

croplands, forest land and other land uses in the municipality, the potential land use zones as 

planned by the municipality, the soil characteristics, areas at risk of natural disasters, 

locations of rivers, villages and the administrative division of the municipality. The selected 

data and their description is listed in Annex II. 

The data was re-projected into the Universal Transverse Mercator projection and the 

attribute information that is linked with the map data was adjusted for the user interface of 

the application. The styles for the representation in the map viewer, i.e. the colours of lines 

and polygons as well as point symbols, were compiled and applied to the map data. All map 

data was then configured as WMS (Web Map Service) layers on Geoserver. 
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3.2 Configuration	of	the	map	viewer	contents	
3.2.1 Configuration	of	geospatial	layers	in	test-proms	

User is able to observe geospatial data (Figure 3) in web-interface as well as in mobile. 

Interface will be used as well to display weather forecast information. 

 

 

 
Figure 3. Geospatial layers on ProMS 

3.3 Implementation	of	weather	forecast	collection	
A new weather station has been installed at the complex of the Municipality Headquaters in 

Belaka with advanced equipment to record and transmit key weather parameters- rainfall, 

maximum and minimum temperature and humidity. The key equipment includes tipping 

bucket type auto rainfall recorder tied with automated data logger together with weather 

thermometers appropriate to the region. Powered by solar panel charged battery system, the 

data logger transmits the data with remote server via the in-built tele-transmission 

mechanism. 

The new weather station immediately fulfils dual purposes of recording and transmitting the 

vital weather data gap in the region (thus meeting the needs of the local farmers and concerns 

public via ProMS) while offering a live public display of the real time data in the municipality 

building that would raise public awareness, queries and curiosity of the farmers and general 

public. The location of the station is itself a strategically important place in terms of its wider 

accessibility. Not only the hundreds of daily visitors to the municipality but also the farmers 

who come to participate in the agro-concern training in the municipal hall will learn about the 

weather and use of the data.  
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3.4 Implementation	of	push	notification	microservice		
The service (Figure 4) will be used to send notifications to PromsMobile users depending on 

weather forecast acquired from meteomatics. 

 

 

Figure 4. A push notification system 
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4. Mobile	application	development	
We set up an Android OS-based mobile application (Figure 5) with different layers set up to 

it. Other features include mobile weather alerts, which we implemented by setting up 

firebase admin SDK for both our mobile client and serverside for weather alerts. When 

serverside triggers an alert, all people who have access to the mobile client have opened the 

project. Furthermore, to have a better user experience, we provided Nepalese language 

translations for the mobile client. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Android OS-based mobile application 
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5. Establishing	a	Weather	Station		
 

  

The project has successfully established a brand-new automatic weather station in Belaka 

municipality premises (Figure 6). The weather station is being taken care by the municipality 

authority. A Local weather station coordination committee (Management Committee) with 

five members including Municipality authority and five advisors including Vice Mayor and 

Chief Administrative Officer of the municipality has been formed. The management 

committee will take care of the weather station during and beyond the project period. The 

data will be very useful for the local farmers/communities for planning their regular farming 

activities and contingency plans. 

 
 

 

Figure 6. New weather station in the municipality 
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Prior to the establishment of the weather station, a field visit was made by the project team 

between 26th March- 29th March, 2022 (please refer field report in Annex III).  During the 

field visit, an inception meeting among stakeholders including government representatives 

and farmer groups, was held and upon discussion among stakeholders and site inspection 

Local Weather Station installation site was finalized. 
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6. Data	collection	
 

6.1 Collection	and	analysis	of	weather	data		
The weather-related measurement data were provided by the Department of Hydrology and 

Meteorology (DHM) in Kathmandu. The data provide an objective view of rainfall, 

temperature (min. and max.) and river discharge development over time. Rainfall data were 

available from the meteorological stations Phatepur (1212), Tribeni (1309) and Chatara 

(1316). Temperature data were available from Phatepur station (1212). River discharge data 

were available from hydrological measurement station Chatara (695) located at Saptakosi 

river. All stations considered for this analysis are shown on the map below. 

 

Figure 7. Map with Location of the measurement stations  

6.2 Mapping	and	forest	fire	risk	simulation	
The forest fire risk simulation was not planned in the beginning of this project. However, after 

field consultation with the key stakeholder, it was realized that forest fire has been one of key 

disaster problems in the municipality. Freely available satellite data has been collected for 

past fires in the project area from Modis (Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer) 

and VIIRS (Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite). Modis Burned Area raster maps were 

acquired for 2019 (CCI51-250m) and 2020 (MCD64A1-500m). These raster maps have values 

from 0-366 where 0 is unburned and 1-366 indicates the day of the year when the fire has 
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happened. Total burned area calculated from MODIS is 1048.30 ha in 2019 and 2332 ha in 

2020. Please refer Annex IV for the detailed analysis of the weather and fire data. 

The project team has started to conduct a forest fire risk simulation test using the existing 

data. In the feasibility study it was determined that FlamMap is an appropriate open-source 

tool for performing forest fire simulations in Belaka/Nepal. The input data needed to carry 

out forest fire simulations are already made available through geodatabase was provided by 

the Belaka municipality (see Annex II). In addition, previous studies (Sibanda 2011, Temang 

2015) have used FARSITE (earlier version of FlamMap) to simulate forest fires in different 

regions of Nepal. FlamMap (previously known as FARSITE) is a numerical tool for simulating 

forest fire developed by USDA (United State Department of Agriculture). It uses fuel, weather, 

and topology information to simulate fire propagation. Within FlamMap there are four 

models that drive the simulation forward: surface fire model, crown fire model, fire 

acceleration and spotting.  

 

Figure 8. FlamMap interface with example (not from the project area) of multiple forest fire 
perimeters.  

Following list of input data were made available for FlamMap simulations in Belaka/Nepal:   

• Fuel map with three tree species  

• DEM (Elevation, Slope, Aspect)  

• Canopy height, Canopy cover  

• Weather data (precipitation and temperature)  

• Fire breaks (water bodies, roads etc.)  

• Wind speed, wind direction and relative humidity data (ECMFW) and   
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By setting up as test case we have verified that barring fuel map all the other data are 

compatible with FlamMap and can be used for forest fire simulations. 

 In addition to the aforementioned activities,  

• We will manipulate fuel map to make it compatible for FlamMap simulations  

• To get precise local wind flow details for the simulations, we will calculate wind speed 

and wind direction grids with same resolution as input data using code windninja.   

• Once all the input data are prepared, we will run FlamMap simulations to calculate 

fire probability map. We will also run some test cases of forest fires and compare 

results with burned area and hot spots observed with satellite.   
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7. Release	of	first	running	version	of	ProMS	

7.1 Release	of	ProMS	(web	and	mobile)	application	
As a result of Deliverable 2, the first version of ProMS was released including, web and mobile 

versions with Nepalese language interfaces. Details of these solutions are described in section 

2. ProMS system extension (web) and in section 4. Mobile application development (mobile).  

Interfaces were created to import weather forecasting data as well as local weather data from 

new station into ProMS. According to the logic implemented, ProMS sends weather warning 

notifications when certain weather events are detected.  

In addition to weather data, several map layers are available in ProMS, to provide more 

precise information about Belaka municipality’s forest, land use, agricultural areas, crop 

types, roads, boundaries, hydrology as well as identified risks of flood, soil erosion, landslides 

and fires. 
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Figure 9. Screenshots of the first running version of the ProMS 

Moreover, forest fires were identified as one of the major problems in the municipality. 

Regarding that, some test case simulations were run by using data available, and it was 

determined that FlamMap open-source tool could be further used for performing forest fire 

simulations in the area. 

 

7.2 Information	dissemination	through	Krishak	Chautari		
Krishak Chautari (local farmers-lead discussion series) is a platform for sharing information 

and experience among the farmers, local government bodies and other relevant stakeholders 

while seeking for solutions on agricultural problems, is a regular practice in Belaka 

Municipality. As such, Krishak Chautari is also expected to contribute in policy formulation as 

well as policy implementation.   

Through AMIAS project out of six Krishak Chautari to be supported, three has been 

successfully conducted with participants including the farmers from the diverse groups (from 

ward no. 1,2, 3,4,5 and 9), ward chairpersons, ward representatives, officers from 

Municipality, agricultural technicians, National Farmers Group Federation members, and 

youths on 20th, 21st and 22nd April 2022.  Clean Energy Nepal (CEN) along with National 

Farmers Group Federation (NFGF) executed the technical sessions of the meeting. During 

these Krishak Chautari, farmers besides discussing on their regular agendas, further got to 

enhance their understanding and capacities on issues of climate change into agricultural 

systems through presentations and discussions (Figure 10) as well as they were briefed about 

upcoming ProMS system. Moreover, these meetings provided an overview on the 

understanding on Climate Change and its impacts at farmers level. Please refer Annex V for 

detailed report about the completed Krishak Chautari. 
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Figure 10. Farmers participating in Group discussion  

The remaining three Krishak Chautari will be conducted after releasing of the first version of 

the ProMS application so that a comparative view on farmers perspective in terms of before 

and after the intervention could be collected. 

Farmers of Belaka Municipality had observed a huge agricultural loss that in turn impacted 

the economy due to heavy rainfall/flood in October 2021. There existed a gap in the 

information disseminated from the national level including lack of early weather forecasting 

information. Farmers are having trouble on planning agricultural calendar for major 

agricultural activities like when to plant, irrigate, manure or harvest and soon on. In addition, 

increase and decrease in temperature, changes in precipitation pattern, water scarcity, por 

forest fires, increasing production cost and decreasing crop yield, the increase and also the 

appearance of new pest and diseases (example fungus in potatoes) in the farms, are the major 

concerns of the farmers. As farmers are already using “Krishi App” developed by the 

Municipality, they are eagerly waiting for the ProMS app to be functional so the dataset would 

be complete agricultural calendar planning. 
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8. Conclusions	and	plans	for	the	upcoming	reporting	
period	

The pilot project has successfully achieved the critical milestones in this reporting period 

which include installation of the automatic weather station and its operationalization and 

releasing of the first running version of ProMS system including weather warning system. The 

municipality leadership and lead farmers are now ready to go with the ProMS mobile app to 

help farmers in planning their farming activities based on weather advisory services.  

In the upcoming reporting period (end of June), we will organise Training of Trainer 

programme in the field, test the ProMS together with the key stakeholder and release the 

final version of the ProMS based on the feedback from the stakeholder. In the meantime, we 

expect a new leadership in the municipality after the local election scheduled for May 13th 

2022. 
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Annex I. A detailed analysis on the existing status of the municipality 

1. Agricultural status 
In the Municipality Paddy, Wheat, Maize, Barley, Fruit, Oil Seeds, lentils are the major crops, 

and different seasonal vegetables are grown by the farmers. Also tea, broom grasses are grown 

commercially. In the year 2019/2020 there were 22 commercial agricultural farms and 160 

farmers involved commercially. There is a cold storage facility, hybrid seeds, manure, and 

modern agriculture practice. Agricultural insurance is also in practice. In the year 2020/2021 

in total 76 farmers were benefitted from agricultural insurance and 71 farmers were benefitted 

from livestock insurance.   

Lack of reliable irrigation infrastructures is the major challenge to Belaka farmers. In the past, 

agricultural activities were concentrated in the low-lying plain. With access of groundwater 

technologies, farming activities are rapidly expanding towards foothills and hilly region as 

well.     

In the Municipality number of climate-smart agricultural technologies and practices has been 

introduced such as solar energy-based irrigation system, preparation of home-made bio-

pesticide and bio-fertilizer using locally available resources, provided seed, organic fertilizer, 

plastic drums, agri-tools, training on seasonal and off seasonal vegetable cultivation and 

supported them with technical support on a regular basis. This has improved their livelihood.  

Though a majority of population is engaged in farming, 70% of farming households own no 

private lands, thus, fall on landless category. Most of the land are still not registered and are 

under informal occupancy. Frequent encroachments of wildlife such as wild boars and 

elephants from the national park in the neighborhood are among the prominent concerns of 

farmers. 

1.1 Agricultural production 
Maize, rice, fruits and millet are the mostly grown crops grown in this municipality. Every year 

1748 metric tons of maize, 1657 tons of rice, 249 tons of fruits and 186 tons of millet grown 

here. Similarly, pulses, vegetables, and other oil products are grown here. Farmers tend to 

gradually shift focus from traditional crops to cash crops (e.g. offseason vegetable and fruits). 



 

Figure 1: Maize Farm in Belaka Municipality 

Table 1: Ward wise information about the crops grows in Belaka municipality  

Ward 
no  

Rice Maize Wheat Millet Potato Pulses Oil Vegetables Fruits 

1 217 112 21 2 18 15 11 17 33 

2 273 257 16 2 38 23 14 37 34 

3 314 308 2 1 10 3 5 25 27 

4 185 161 8 5 5 8 19 5 29 

5 280 331 4 41 4 8 13 4 41 

6 123 146 6 98 12 23 11 4 42 

7 12 94 0 25 1 27 1 1 24 

8 81 157 0 8 2 29 6 4 9 

9 171 181 4 4 3 14 8 5 10 

Total 1657 1748 61 186 93 150 88 102 249 

Source of the table: - Belaka Municipality Profile 2075 



1.2 Livestock production 
There are open spaces in Belaka Municipality which is mostly used for grazing purpose. 

Livestock like goat, hen, sheep, buffalo, cow, and pig are raised for meat, egg and dairy 

purposes. There is 1 breeding center and 6 milk collection, distribution, and freezing centers.  

In addition beekeeping and aquaculture is in practice.  

Table 2: Foods produced from animals   

 
Ward 

 Products 

Wool  Meat (Kg) Milk (liter) Honey (Kg) Egg (pieces) 

1 0 1315 47359 0 3713 

2 0 93845 85851 10 2300 
3 0 71902 49471 233 56377 
4 0 107161 33570 20 36288 

5 0 88521 16270 41 11324 

6 14 43108 14270 8825 22121 

7 0 20704 4100 61 40 
8 0 96857 13665 334 27746 

9 0 70708 101270 0 100 
total 14 594121 413185 9524 160009 

Source of the table: - Belaka Municipality Profile 2075 

 Table 3: Livestock information 

 

War

d 

Types of livestock properties 

Cow/O

x/yak 

Buffalo

es  

Horse

s  

Goat

/Shee

p 

Pigs Rabbi

t 

Pigeo

n/Duc

ks 

Hens Fishe

s 

Beehiv

e  

1 1273 732 0 2821 266 46 2062 6568 30 0 

2 1437 1480 0 4194 442 41 1438 5765 7 1 

3 1431 1201 21 3626 408 76 1576 3445 3 540 

4 1232 570 11 2374 542 37 679 2304 28 754 

5 2646 411 0 5142 820 13 832 3349 10 735 

6 2499 147 1 5604 875 34 392 2618 9 796 

7 1342 89 0 3217 371 0 211 1406 0 29 

8 2272 358 0 7118 945 9 141 1524 1 8 



9 1065 430 4 2193 568 8 170 1710 2 0 

Total 15197 5445 37 3628

9 

523

7 

264 7501 2868

9 

90 2863 

Source: - Belaka Municipality Profile 2075                                             

1.3 Diseases and Pest Observed 
With the engagement of big population in agriculture and farming, Belaka Municipality bears 

better scope on agricultural production. But, the prevalence of disease and pest is affecting this 

sector. Following are the diseases and pest observed in the crops, fruits, vegetables and the 

animals. 

            Table 4: Disease and Pest on Crops  

S.N. Diseases Pest 

1 Agaute Phadke  

2 Pachaute  Khumre 

3 Daduwa  Fedh Katuwa 

4 Dhad Kuhine Lai 

5 Powdery Mildyu Fauji Kira 

6 Sith Blite Gabaro 

7 Maruwa Pat beruwa 

 

Table 5: Diseases and pests on Vegetables and Fruits  

SN Diseases Pests  

1 Canker, Gummosis Fruit fly 

2 Pachaute  Make hole in stem insect 

3 Daduwa Gawaro 



4 Dadh Kuhine Leaf Eater Caterpillar (Jhusilkira) 

5 Powdery Mildew Phedh Katuwa 

6 Downy Mildew Khumre 

7 Berna Ohilaune Beetles (Khabate Kira) 

8 Nematode Lai 

Source of the table: - Belaka Municipality Profile 2075 

 

Table 6: Diseases and Pests on livestock’s 

Source of the table: - Belaka Municipality Profile 2075 

1.4 Food security status 
Having a huge population directly engaged in the farming occupation the sad reality is the food 

grown is not enough to feed. According to the survey conducted by Belaka municipality, 35% 

of people are poor having yearly income of less than 2 lakhs and the food produced is not 

enough to feed themselves and their families for even 6 months.  

Table 7: Food Security status 

SN  Diseases of animals and birds  Pests of animals and birds  

1 Khoreth Leech’s, bugs, flea, Itch (Jumra, Kirna, 

Upiya, Luto) 

2 Peste des Petits Ruminants (PPR) Tapeworms (Namle Juga) 

3 New castle diseases  (ranikhet) Roundworms (Golo Juga) 

4 Gumboro (Gambato) Flatworms  (Fitte Juga) 

5 Foul fox 

6 Rabbies  

7 Haemorrhagic septicaemia 
(Bhakute) 

8 BQ Black Quarter (Charchare) 

9 Mastitis (thunilo)  



S.N Food Availability Population Percentage (%) 

1 The food produced is not enough  to eat for even 

3 months 

2246 22.3 

2 Food produced is enough for 4-6 months only 2553 25.4 

3 Food produced is enough for 7-9 months only  1108 11 

4 Food produced is enough for 10-12 months only 3957 39.4 

5 Food produced is enough to eat and sell  187 1.9 

 

2. Policy commitments by Municipality 
Belaka is among the less urbanized municipalities in Nepal where major land use category falls 

on forest followed by agriculture.  However, like majority of the municipalities in the country, 

Belaka hasn’t been able to develop an umbrella policy for master land use planning. 

Nevertheless, some of the acts, plans, policies and programs have been formulated by the 

Municipality that supports farmers and the agricultural sector as follows: 

1. Land Act, 2076  
2. Agriculture Act, 2075 
3. Environment and Natural Resource Conservation Act, 2077 
4. Agriculture and Livestock Development Program Operation and Management 

Procedure, 2075 
5. Gender Policy, 2077 
6. Agriculture, Livestock and Tourism Development Strategy, 2077-2082  
7. First Five Year Plan 2076-2081  

 

The sectoral policies for the fiscal year 2021/2022 include: 

1. Modernization and commercialization of agriculture  
2. Health, sanitation, nutrition and food security 
3. Land use and land management 
4. Water resources and energy development 
5. Information Technology and Communication 
6.  Youth and Sports, Arts, Literature, Culture and Tourism Promotion Work Policy 
7. Entrepreneurship Promotion and Entrepreneurship Development Strategy 
8. Climate Change and Disaster Management Strategies 
9. Physical infrastructure and Transport Management 



10. Drinking Water and Cleanliness  
11. Labor employment and labor policy 
12. Programs targeting women, children, marginalized and backward community and 

others 

Initiations on Agricultural Sector 
Some of the good initiations that Belaka municipality has adopted and has supported farmers 
in the following areas: 

• Climate resilient leasehold Farming 
• Farmers’ identity cards  
• Identification, Verification and Recording of Landless and Unplanned settlers 
• Localized Agricultural and animal insurance 
• Agro-Met Advisory Services 
• Climate Resilient Local Seed System 

Policy level achievement of Belaka Municipality  
1. Climate-resilient leasehold farming guidelines. 
2. Climate-resilient home garden guidelines  
3. Agro-met advisory service guideline  
Note: These guidelines are based on the process implemented in respective models of 
SAMARTHYA project.) 
 

Agro-met bulletin 

A major objective of the bulletin in the municipality notice board was to make the agricultural 
and weather related forecasting and management practices available to the farmers at the time 
of the requirement. The main focus is on climate induced problems and agricultural problems. 
Since, it’s not possible to guide each farmer’s individually or in a group, the communities can 
be benefitted from the information displayed on the notice board.  

 



Annex II: Selected GIS layers for the web application 

Dataset name Data view in the map application Legend Data description 

Belaka administrative 
division 

 

 

Municipality and ward 
boundaries 



Dataset name Data view in the map application Legend Data description 

Measurement stations 

 

 

Locations of weather 
stations and hydrological 
stations from which 
historic observations are 
used to derive climate 
trends for this project 

Roads 

 

 

Locations of roads. Data 
was extracted from the 
Open Street Map. 



Dataset name Data view in the map application Legend Data description 

Hydrology 

 

 

Locations of rivers 

Villages by wards 

 

 

Locations of settlements 
in the different wards of 
Belaka 



Dataset name Data view in the map application Legend Data description 

Landuse 

 

 

The present land uses in 
Belaka 

Agricultural areas 

 

 

Areas that are currently 
in agricultural use, 
differentiated by 
cultivation types. 



Dataset name Data view in the map application Legend Data description 

Crop types 

 
 

Areas that are currently 
in agricultural use, 
differentiated by crop 
types. 

Forest types 

 

 

Forested land 
differentiated by forest 
types. 



Dataset name Data view in the map application Legend Data description 

Soil drainage 

 

 

Different levels of soil 
permeability in the 
municipality 

Potential landuse 
zones 

 

 

Landuse zones according 
to the municipal land 
use zonation plan 



Dataset name Data view in the map application Legend Data description 

Potential new zoning 

 

 

Areas for which another 
land use is planned by 
the municipality 
according to the land 
use zonation plan 

Potential agricultural 
areas 

 

 

Potential agricultural 
production types 
according to the 
municipal land use 
zonation plan 



Dataset name Data view in the map application Legend Data description 

Potential decrease of 
agricultural area 

 

 
Agricultural areas for 
which another land use 
is planned by the 
municipality according 
to the land use zonation 
plan 

Soil erosion risk 

 

 

Areas at risk for soil 
erosion based on their 
soil properties and 
landuse characteristics 
(land cover, slope, 
rainfall, drainage, etc) 



Dataset name Data view in the map application Legend Data description 

Landslide risk 

 

 

Areas at risk for 
landslides based on their 
terrain slope, land cover 
use and geology, 
precipation, 
earthquakes, exposed 
population and earlier 
landslides 

Flood risk 

 

 

Areas at risk for 
inundation with 100 
years return period 



Dataset name Data view in the map application Legend Data description 

Fire risk 

 

 

Areas at risk for fire 
based on the status of 
community forest, 
plantations, settlements, 
industrial areas and 
petrol pumps 

 

 



Annex III: Field Report  

 

Submitted To: 

Arbonaut Ltd. 

Finland 

 

 

Submitted By: 

Clean Energy Nepal 

Satdobato, Talchikhel, lalitpur 

 



 
Field Visit Date: 26th March- 29th March, 2022 
 

Field Visit Agendas 
1. Brief Introduction of the project to the Belaka Municipality 

2. Meeting with NFGF on tentative work plan 

3. Identification of probable location for the installation of Local Weather Station 

 
Background: 
Belaka Municipality lies in Udayapur district, Province-01 of Nepal. It lays within the 

26°42′09″N 86°55′29″E - 26°55′38″N 87°10′06″E Latitude and longitude at an elevation 136.2m. 

It covers an area of 344 sq. Km and has 9 wards. Among them 4 wards (ward-5, 6, 7 and 8) are in 

the hilly areas and remaining (ward-1, 2, 3, 4 and 9) are on plain flat land. Most of the land i.e. 

137.86 sq. km of land is covered by forest and open space. It is surrounded by   Saptakoshi River 

on the east, Sunkoshi River on the north, Deurali hill on the western border and Triyuga River in 

the south. Chure and Mahabharat range border to the north and south. Municipality is located in 

eastern part of Udayapur district which is 42km distance from the district headquarter Gaighat. 

Koshi Tappu Wildlife Reserve, a protected area of Nepal is located in Belaka Municipality. 

Municipality is blessed with a diverse and vibrant community, good quality environmental assets 

including clean air and water resources, magnificent view and rich in cultural heritage. Agriculture 

is the major occupation of the people in this Municipality. 

On 27th March 2022, a sharing meeting on “Building Food Security through Agro-Met Innovative 

Advisory Services (AMIAS)” was organized at Belaka Municipality, Municipal Office, Rampur, 

Udayapur, Province-1, Nepal.   

 
Meeting Details  

a. Opening and background sharing 

Ms. Barsha Parajuli, Program Coordinator, Clean Energy Nepal (CEN) welcomed all 

dignitaries including Mayor, municipal officers, local stakeholders and all participants. She 



further continued with the institutional introduction, project background and set the context 

for the meeting.  

 

  

Figure 1: Ms. Barsha Parajuli and Ms. Nabina Tiwari from CEN sharing the presentation 

Following the institutional introduction, Ms Nabina Tiwari, Program officer from CEN shared 

details of the project “Building Food Security through Agro-Met Innovative Advisory 

Service”, its partners and the objectives. She further, shared about the methods and 

technologies to be used, tentative work plan and the expected outputs of the project. 

The sharing meeting further proceeded with , Dr. Ngamindra Dahal, the technical advisor, 

describing the technical aspects of  the local weather station, the ProMS system and its 

applicability.  

b. Closing remarks  

Mr. Durga Kumar Thapa, Mayor Belaka Municipality, during his closing remarks committed 

his full  support to the project and the team. 

 

c. Local weather station coordination committee (Management Committee) was formed 
that would continue working beyond the project period. The committee includes 

a. Narayan Niraula, NFGF 
b. Himal Guragain, Belaka Municiplity 
c. Upendra Thapa, Belaka Municiplity 
d. Binita Khadka, Belaka Municiplity 
e. Indira Rai, NFGF 



Advisors for the committee 

a. Durga Kumar Thapa 
b. Dr. Namindra Dahal-Mayor 
c. Raj Kumari Chaudhary-Vice Mayor 
d. Arjun Niroula –Chief Administrative Officer 

d. Clean Energy Nepal, National Farmers Group Federation team and the weather station 

coordination committee had a separate meeting on the same date to discuss further on the 

project activities,  tentative timeline, and the role and responsibilities. It was planned to 

conduct at least two “Krishak Chautari” before election and list out the probable stakeholders 

for the upcoming training and workshops. Also, it was decided to have a virtual meeting to 

discuss on work plan at least once a month and may be sooner as per the requirement. 

 

Figure 2: Meeting with NFGF team 

e. Following the discussion and site inspection by the team including Technical Advisor Dr. 

Ngamindra Dahal, it was decided to install the local weather station within the premises of 



Belaka Municipality and the municipality and the committee would be responsible for the 

Management and Safeguarding of the instrument.  

  

 

Figure 3: Site Selected for installing local weather station 

 
 

f. Municipal representatives requested to incorporate the fire alert system in the ProMs as the 
municipality is facing higher forest fire issues. During the field visit forest fire was observed 
in numbers of places. 

 
Challenges 
a. Project activity may be affected for around one month (May, 2022, (2079/01/15 to 

2079/02/15), 15 days prior and 15 days after local election.  
b. In addition, while planning provincial consultation, we may need to consider the end 

of fiscal year (Mid July, 2022) as during this time the government representatives  may 
not be available .  

Attendees: 

In total there were 22 participants in the meeting including the Mayor, Deputy Mayor, Belaka 
Municipality Staffs, NFGF staffs and committee members, Clean Energy Nepal Staffs and farmers. 

S.N. Name  Organization  Designation 

1 Durga kumar 
Thapa 

Belaka Municipality Mayor 

2 Raj Kumari 
Chaudary 

Belaka Municipality Deputy Mayor 



3 Narad Niraula NFGF Executive Committee Member 
4 Himal Guragain Agricultural Department Agricultural Engineer 
5 Kamal Chaudary Health Department  Sub-Co-ordinator 
6 Samjhana Karki Belaka Municipality-2  
7 Bimala Khatri Belaka Municipality-2  
8 Ramji Budhathoki Belaka Municipality-2  
9 Himalaya Paudel Belaka Municipality-1  
10 Purna Pradhan Belaka Municipality-2  
11 Nuni Ram Rai Belaka Municipality Mayor Secretary 
12 Indira Rai NFGF Social Mobilizer 
13 Hem Kumari 

Magar 
NFGF Member 

14 Binita Khadka Belaka Municipality Environment and Forestry 
15 Suresh Tamang 

(Uddhar) 
NFGF Secretary 

16 Gopal Prasad 
Chamlagain 

NFGF Member 

17 Dilip Kumar Shah NFGF Program Co-ordinator 
18 Nabina Tiwari CEN Program Officer 

19 Ngamindra Dahal CEN Technical Advisor 
20 Dipendra Dangol CEN Manager,Administration, Finance 
21 Barsha Parajuli  CEN  Program Co-ordinator 
22 Ranjan Raj Dahal  NYCA Vice Media Co-ordinator 

 



Annex IV: Report of the weather and fire data analyses 

1. Temperature data 

Based on the recorded temperature data between 1981 and 2022 at Phatepur station, 
the average yearly minimum temperature has been 18.7 °C, while the average yearly 
maximum temperature has been 31.5 °C. The highest recorded temperature between 
1981 and 2022 has been 45 °C at noon in May 2012. The lowest recorded temperature 
has been 1.1 °C, at 03:00 in December 2017. The mean monthly minimum and 
maximum temperatures are listed in Table 1- The overall trend of the mean monthly 
temperatures between 1981 and 2022 was calculated from the data. The trend shows 
that during this period the mean monthly minimum temperatures have been rising by 
0.039 °C per year (Figure 1), and the mean monthly maximum temperatures have been 
rising by 0.024 °C per year (Figure 2). An overview of the temperature trends for each 
month separately is shown in  
Figure 3 This sums up to an increase of about 1.6 °C and 1.0 °C of the average minimum 
and maximum monthly temperatures, respectively, during the past 40 years. 

 

 

Table 1. Mean monthly minimum and maximum temperature from 1981 – 2022 – Phatepur station 
 



 

Figure 1. Mean monthly minimum temperature trends over the last 41 years from Phatepur 
station. 

 

 

Figure 2. Mean monthly maximum temperature trends over the last 41 years from Phatepur 
station. 

 

 

 



 
Figure 3. Mean monthly minimum and maximum temperature trends over the last 41 years from 
Phatepur station 

  



 

Figure 5. Heatmap of daily maximum temperature over the last 41 years from Phatepur station, 
the grey area corresponds to missing values 

 



 

Figure 6. Heatmap of daily minimum temperature over the last 41 years from Phatepur station, 
the grey area corresponds to missing values 

 



2. Rainfall data 

Based on the available daily rainfall statistics for the period 1958-2022, the yearly 
amount of precipitation in Phatepur station has been varying between 952 and 2775 
mm per year, recording the lowest value in the year 1982 and the maximum value in 
the year 2021, and is on average 1745 mm. The yearly precipitation at Chatara station 
has been varying between 1386 and 3186 mm per year, recording the lowest value in 
the year 1969 and the maximum value in the year 2020, and is on average 2142 mm. At 
Tribeni-Dhankuta station, the yearly precipitation has been varying between 1080 and 
3028 mm per year, recording the lowest value in the year 1982 and the maximum value 
in the year 1995, and is on average 1861  mm.  
 
Figure 7. Annual rainfall amount at Phatepur station over time. The brown line indicates 
the mean annual rainfall during this period. The data has been filtered, taking into 
account only the years with full data. 
 

 
 
Figure  and Figure  show how the yearly precipitation has been varying over time for the 
different stations.   

 



 

Figure 7. Annual rainfall amount at Phatepur station over time. The brown line indicates the mean 
annual rainfall during this period. The data has been filtered, taking into account only the years 
with full data. 
 

 
 
Figure 8. Annual rainfall amount at Chatara station over time. The brown line indicates the mean 
annual rainfall during this period. The data has been filtered, taking into account only the years 
with full data. 

 



 

Figure 9. Annual rainfall amount at Tribeni station over time. The brown line indicates the mean 
annual rainfall during this period. The data has been filtered, taking into account only the years 
with full data. 

 

  



 

Figure 10. Seasonal rainfall amount at Phatepur station over time. The data has been filtered, taking 
into account only the years with full data. 

 

 

Figure 11. Seasonal rainfall amount at Chatara station over time. The data has been filtered, taking 
into account only the years with full data. 

 

 

Figure 12. Seasonal rainfall amount at Tribeni station over time. The data has been filtered, taking 
into account only the years with full data. 
 

 



3. Discharge data 

The received discharge data include daily measurements of the river flow amount between 

1977 and 2012 for Chatara station (695) at Saptakosi river. The data will be analysed during 

the upcoming milestone, and common hydrology parameters will be calculated such as the 

yearly mean discharge over time, the mean high discharge (average of yearly maxima) and 

mean low discharge (average of yearly minima).  

4. Fire data 

Freely available satellite data has been collected for past fires in the project area from Modis 

(Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer) and VIIRS (Visible Infrared Imaging 

Radiometer Suite). Modis Burned Area raster maps were acquired for 2019 (CCI51-250m) and 

2020 (MCD64A1-500m). These raster maps have values from 0-366 where 0 is unburned and 

1-366 indicates the day of the year when the fire has happened. Total burned area calculated 

from MODIS is 1048.30 ha in 2019 and 2332 ha in 2020. 

 
Figure 13. Modis burned area map of 2019 with 250m resolution 

 



 
Figure 13. Modis burned area map of 2020 with 500m resolution 

In addition to that, fire hotspot-vector maps from Modis (1km) and VIIRS (375m) were also collected 

from 2019-2021. These vector maps show the locations of fires and include metadata about the fire 

detection from satellite images such as image acquisition date & time, brightness value, confidence of 

the fire detection and day/night information among others. 

 
Figure 14. Active fire hotspots from MODIS and VIIRS satellites 2019 

 



 
Figure 15. Active fire hotspots from MODIS and VIIRS satellites 2020 

 

 
Figure 16. Active fire hotspots from MODIS and VIIRS satellites 2021 

 

The data will be used in the upcoming milestone to support the planned fire risk analysis. 



Annex V: Krishak Chautari “Consultation/Meeting with the Farmers” 

 
20th April to 22nd April, 2022 

Belaka Municipality 
 

In Nepalese context, agriculture is the major occupation with around 60% of population’s direct 
engagement. Small holder's farmers have significant role and contribution in food supply and in 
Nepalese economy. Due to climate change farmers are facing number of impacts. Climate Change 
affects agricultural production because of change in precipitation pattern, drought and the change 
in temperature. To raise their voices to the concerned stakeholders Krishak Chautari is the ultimate 
platform. 

Krishak Chautari is a place where the local farmers gather at a place, explore the agricultural 
related issues, raise voice, discuss, as well capacitated themselves. This is the platform for 
information and experience sharing among the farmers, local bodies and the other concerned 
stakeholders where farmers seek for the agricultural problems solution. Such meetings are 
expected to contribute in policy formulation as well as policy implementation. The project 
“Building Food Security through Agro-Met Innovative Advisory Services (AMIAS)” proposes to 
support six Krishak Chautari during the project period wherein the farmers besides discussing on 
their regular agendas could further enhance their understanding on issues of climate change and 
utilizing the climate data’s/weather data’s/ accessed through the application into their agricultural 
systems through planning agricultural calendar. During the month of April, three Krishak Chautari 
has been completed. The two local partners Clean Energy Nepal (CEN) and National Farmers 
Group Federation (NFGF) executed the technical sessions. 

Meeting Objectives 

The objectives of the meeting were 

i. To explore the farmers understanding on climate change and further capacitate and 
sensitize them on climate change issues. 

ii. To bring together the climate change impacts in agriculture sector faced practically in 
the ground level by the farmers. 

iii. To share information about the AMIAS project, local weather station, ProMS 
application and its applicability and also receive their opinion on it. 

Meeting Details 

The first Krishak Chautari was organized on 20th April, second on 21st April and third on 22nd 
April, 2022. The farmers from the ward No. 1 and ward No. 2 were present in the first Krishak 
Chautari and farmers from ward No. 3 and ward No. 9 were present in the second Krishak Chautari. 
Likewise, farmers from ward No. 4 and ward No. 5 were present in the third Krishak Chautari. 



 In the first meeting there were 41 participants in the second there were 36 participants and in the 
third there were 39 participants.  In the meeting there was active inclusive participation of the 
farmers from the diverse groups. The participants include ward chairpersons, ward representatives, 
officers from Municipality, agricultural technicians, National Farmers Group Federation members, 
Farmers from the different farmers group and Youth of the Municipality.  The meeting was mostly 
focused to discuss on climate change issues faced by the farmers in day to day life especially in 
their agriculture. Also, the meeting was concentrated to discuss on agro-met advisory services, 
Local weather station and ProMS mobile application. 

a.  Discussions on Farmers Observation on Climate Change in Belaka Municipality 

In the meeting the first session was introduction and background sharing followed by the 
discussions. Farmer’s perceptions and observations were collected through group works and 
discussions. In Krishak Chautari 1 and 2, farmers views were collected verbally where as in the 
Krishak Chautari 3, farmer’s views were collected in written form dividing them into 3 different 
groups. In the discussion farmers were given few questions to answer in the chart paper. Then, 
with discussion among group members one member from each group presented in front of all as 
shown in fig.  

  
 

Fig: Group Discussion and Presentation by Farmer’s 

 

 

 



Questions for the Discussion 

i. Are you aware of Climate Change? What is climate change and what are the impacts 
are you facing? 

ii. Do Climate Change impacts our agriculture? What are the impacts? 
iii. Why do farmers need to know about Climate Change? 
iv. Do you notice any difference in agriculture in past 10 years? What is the difference you 

observe then and now? 

Farmers were found to have good knowledge on climate change issues. They seem to be worried 
with the observed climate change impacts especially in their agricultural farms. During the meeting 
the farmers shared, the major changes in the weather/climate pattern and various consequences in 
the past decades.  Following are the list of impacts as shared by the farmer’s in Belaka 
Municipality. 

i. Both increase in temperature (excessive hot) and decrease in temperature 
(excessive cold) is felt. 

ii. Observation of new pests and diseases in crops, fruits and livestock’s for example 
fungus on potato. 

iii. Change in precipitation pattern for example heavy rainfall at short duration is 
observed. 

iv. Less or No rainfall during the need /Drought  
v. Increase in strength and frequency of wind 
vi. Water scarcity has been faced which could be due to drying of water resources. 
vii. Forest Fire events seem to be increasing everywhere. This could be due to 

increase in temperature 
viii. Increase in occurrence of Thunderstorm 
ix. Hailstorm occurrence 
x. Decrease in soil fertility. 
xi. Less production of crop as compared to past years. 
xii. Less milk production from livestock due to cold. 

Difference in farming in past 10 years 

i. Cost of production is high and production is low. 
ii. Chemical Fertilizer and Pesticides are massively used these days where as compost 

manures were used in past. This has degraded soil condition and resulted in poor 
production  

iii. Climate induced events have further resulted in loss of crops and production. 

 

Farmers Concern 



Farmers of Belaka Municipality had observed a huge agricultural loss that in turn impacted the 
economy due to heavy rainfall/flood in October 2021. There existed a gap in the information 
disseminated from the national level including lack of early weather forecasting information. 
Farmers are having trouble on planning agricultural calendar for major agricultural activities like 
when to plant, irrigate, manure or harvest and soon on. In addition, increase and decrease in 
temperature, changes in precipitation pattern, water scarcity, por forest fires, increasing production 
cost and decreasing crop yield,  the increase and also the appearance of new pest and diseases 
(example fungus  in potatoes) in the farms,  are  the major concerns of the farmers. 

 

Fig: Farmer sharing his concern on climate change impact 

 
b. Presentations 

After the completion of Discussion, Mr. Dilip Kumar Shah from NFGF gave a short overview on 
climate change and its outcomes in Nepalese context with the photographs and examples. Further, 
he also shared about the climate change adaptation practices. In addition Nabina Tiwari from CEN 
shortly shared a presentation about the AMIAS project, its objectives, and the ProMS mobile 
application. She also shared about the Agro-Met advisory services and highlighted its importance 
to the farmer’s. Then, she also spoke on importance of Local weather Station installed in the Belaka 
Municipality. Further, she shared through ProMS mobile app, farmers can receive the information 
which can aware the farmers to plan for agricultural activities. In Krishak Chautari 1, in presence 
of Dr. Ngamindra Dahal, technical advisor of this project, a short demonstration of Biochar 
preparation was shown to the farmers as a climate change mitigation strategy. He shared from the 
unwanted agricultural residues high value biochar can be prepared which boosts soil fertility and 
has the ability to store moisture in the soil. 



  
Fig: Presentation by Nabina Tiwari from CEN on right and Dilip shah from NFGF on left 

 

  
Fig: Dr. Ngamindra Dahal guiding farmers to prepare biochar 

 

 

 

 



D. Meeting outcomes 

i. These three Farmers Meeting shows that the farmers of Belaka Municipality are 
facing numbers of climate change impacts in their agriculture. 

ii. Farmers are already using an app Known as “Krishi App” developed by the 
Municipality. Due to this it would be easier for us to launch the ProMS application 
to the farmers. 

iii. Availability of agriculture and climate data will benefit the farmers in planning the 
agricultural calendar which helps to decide the planting, irrigating, applying 
manure, harvesting and soon.  

iv. Farmers are hopeful and very excited to receive the agro-met information through 
ProMS weather forecasting application. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Annex: List of Participants in the meeting 

Krishak Chautari 1: 20th April, 2022 

S
N Name  

Name of 
organization/address Position  Gender  Age  Contact No  

1 
Mishrilal 
Chaudhary  Belaka Municipality-1 

Ward 
Chairman  Male  65 982476915 

2 
Ngamindra 
Dahal  CEN 

 Technical 
Advisor Male   57  9851152213 

3 Himal Guragain  Belaka Municipality  
Agriculture 
Engineer  Male  28 9843703465 

4 Narad Niraula NFGF 

 Municipal 
Chairman-
NFGF   Male 58 9867558830 

5 
Sangita 
Chaudhary  Belaka Municipality  

Agricultural 
branch Female  32 9805930321 

6 Kabita Phuyal  
Deurali misrit makri 
samuha  Member  Female  38 9842662684 

7 Maya Phuyal 
Deurali misrit makri 
samuha  Member  Female  52   

8 
Rukmini 
Chaudhary 

Janajagaran Agricultural 
committee (Belaka 2) Member  Female  55   

9 
Phulmati 
Chaudhary 

Janajagaran Agricultural 
committee (Belaka 2) Member  Female  29   

10 
Binisha Kumari 
Chaudhary  

Janajagaran Agricultural 
committee (Belaka 2) Member  Female  19   

11 
Nar Bahadur 
Karki  

Pragati Agricultural 
Committee ( Belaka 2) Member  Male  49 9805958839 

12 
Ram Krishna 
Bhattarai  

Mehanati Agriculture 
Committee ( Belaka 2) Member  Male  42 9818552078 

13 
Dilli Prasad 
Kattel 

Sangam Agricultural 
Committee ( Belaka 2) President  Male  58 9814747513 

14 Tara Chaudhary  
RajaJi Women Agricultural 
Committee Treasurer  Female  50   

15 
Kiran Kumari 
Chaudhary 

RajaJi Women Agricultural 
Committee President  Female  50 9817881625 

16 
Nikita 
Chaudhary  

RajaJi Women Agricultural 
Committee President  Female  26 9817737319 

17 
Asha Kumari 
Chaudhary 

Himalaya Women 
Agricultural Committee ( 
Belaka 2) Member  Female  30 9805945703 

18 
Bidhya Kumari 
Chaudhary  

Himalaya Women 
Agricultural Committee ( 
Belaka 2) President  Female  50 9817749238 

19 Manju Katwal 
Thanjasi Agricultural 
Committee Secretary  Female  38   

20 
Anita 
Chaudhary  

Himalaya Women 
Agricultural Committee ( 
Belaka 2) Member  Female  45 9818738036 



21 
Raj Kumari 
chaudhary 

Triyuga Women 
Agricultural Committee Member  Female  52 9811776857 

22 
Mahesh Prasad 
Chaudhary  

Didawar  Agricultural 
Committee President  Male  53 9807703427 

23 Kanta Adhikari  
Belaka Multiple Purposive  
Agricultural group  Secretary  Female  37 9819747330 

24 
Gopal 
Chaulagain  

Bhaudadevi  Agricultural 
Committee President  Male  55 9819986798 

25 Badri Mahato 
Shri Kosika  Agricultural 
Committee President  Male  53 9817762508 

26 Sanjay Urau 
Shri Kosika  Agricultural 
Committee Secretary  Male  26 9811392835 

27 
Mukti Prasad 
Rai 

Bhagalpur Misrit  
Agricultural Committee Secretary  Male  57 9818939356 

28 
Bishnu Dev 
Chaudhary  

Kardiya Ruwal 
Agricultural Committee President  Male  55 9829767154 

29 
Prakash 
Chaudhary  

Devistan Sawal  
Agricultural Committee Member  Male  43   

30 
Yamuna Nanda 
Chaudhary  

Devistan Sawal  
Agricultural Committee Member  Male  49   

31 
Ramila Devi 
Chaudhary  

RajaJi Women Agricultural 
Committee Member  Female  64   

32 
Narayan kali 
Chaudhary  

RajaJi Women Agricultural 
Committee Member  Female  57   

33 
Yasodhara 
Pokhrel  

Srijana Agricultural 
Committee President  Female  43   

34 Bimal Chettri  CEN 
 Finance 
Officer  Male 32   

35 Nabina Tiwari CEN 
Program 
Officer Female  29   

36 
Dilip Kumar 
Shah  NFGF 

Program 
Officer Male  43 9844070219 

37 Indira Rai NFGF 
Social 
Mobilizer Female  28 9862913395 

38 Sita Shrestha  
Triyuga Women 
Agricultural Committee Member  Female  55   

39 
Durga Bahadur 
Mahal  Driver    Male  40   

 

Krishak Chautari 2: 21st April, 2022 

SN Name  
Name of 
organization/address Position  Gender  Age  Contact No  

1 Narad Niraula NFGF 

Municipal 
Chairman-
NFGF  Male  58 9867558830 

2 
Nirmal Kumar 
karki  Belaka  Municipality  Male  33 9804773304 



3 
Buddhi  Nath 
Timalina Belaka Municipality 

Agricultural 
Branch 
Chief   Male  29 9843019295 

4 
Mohan Prasad 
Ghimire  Belaka 9 

Ward 
Chairman  Male  42 9852839009 

5 Rina Koirala  Belaka 9 Member Female  29 9819970115 

6 
Raj Kumari 
Rai  Belaka 9 Member Female  38 9810474827 

7 
Chandra Kala 
Basnet  Belaka 9 Member Female  27 9825735888 

8 

Ganesh 
Bahadur 
Poudel  

Janahit Dairy and 
Agricultural 
Cooperative 
organization  President  Male  44 9819923574 

9 
Manorath 
Koirala  NFGF 

Vice 
President  Male  57 9825745129 

10 Nabina Tiwari CEN 
Program 
Officer Female  29   

11 Santosh Rai  

Janachetana 
Agricultural committee 
(Belaka 7) Member Male  21 9805805741 

12 
Dharma Raj 
Bhattarai  

Jana Jyoti  Agricultural 
Cooperative 
organization  Member Male  17 9844379306 

13 
Laxmi 
Neupane    Female  28 98079578955 

14 
Devi Bahadur 
Thapa Magar    Male  50 9860573342 

15 
Menaka 
Pandey  

Belaka 3 Agricultural 
group Member Female  25   

16 
Ranjita 
Acharya  

Belaka 4 Agricultural 
group  Member Female  33   

17 
Shiva Prasad 
Luitel 

Belaka 3 Agricultural 
group Member Male  30   

18 Rita Acharya  
Belaka 3 Agricultural 
group    Female 28   

19 Yashoda Khatri Belaka 3     Female 35   

20 
Som Prasad 
Pandey  Belaka 3   Male  58   



21 
Yugesh BabU 
Chaudhary Belaka 3 

Agricultural 
technician   Male  21   

22 
Bharat Kumar 
Magar  Belaka 3 

Ward 
Chairman  Male  54 9816730471 

23 
Kaji Man 
Basnet  Belaka 3   Male  46 9861240078 

24 Radha Poudel  
AnuGriha Agricultural 
Committee Belaka 9 Member Female  52 9814755054 

25 
Dil Kumari 
Karki  

AnuGriha Agricultural 
Committee Belaka 9 Member Female  47 9804734010 

26 Gita Niroula  Belaka 3   Female  $49  9807010128 

27 
Om Prasad 
Dhungana  

Belaka 4 Agricultural 
group     Male 53   

28 
Ganga Maya 
Basnet  Belaka 3   Female  50   

29 
Himal 
Guragain  Belaka Municipality 1 

Agriculture 
engineer  Male  28 9843703465 

30 
Tek Bahadur 
rai 

Pragati Janachetana 
Agricultural Group Member Male  43 980637359 

31 Subha Khatri  
Janata Agricultural 
Group Member Male  47   

32 Nirsha Rai Belaka 9   Female  25 9825708263 

33 
Dilip Kumar 
Shah  NFGF 

Program 
Officer  Male  43 9844070219 

34 Indira Rai NFGF 
Social 
Mobilizer  Female  28 9862913395 

35 Bimal Chettri  CEN 
 Finance 
officer  Male 32   

36 
Durga Bahadur 
Mahal  Driver    Male  40   

 

Krishak Chautari 3: 22nd April, 2022 

SN Name  Name of organization/Address Position  Gender  Age  Contact No  

1 Dipak Dangal  Belaka 4 Ward Chairman Male   37 9814711260 



2 
Bir Bahadur 
Magar Belaka 5 Ward Member Male   55 9862847840 

3 
Nir Mani 
Bhattarai Belaka 5 Member Male   53 9860238672 

4 
Shanta Thapa 
Magar Belaka 5 Secretary Female  42 9861947754 

5 Bidhur Khatri Belaka 4 Member Male   48 9815779918 

6 
Kamala 
Khatri  Belaka 4 Member Female  43 9816735378 

7 
Kishor 
Khadka Belaka 4 Member Male   37 9860840246 

8 
Dil Bahadur 
Rai  Belaka 4 Secretary  Male   55 9819937705 

9 Madan Khatri Devisthan Tole committee Secretary  Male   46 9814729943 

10 
Dinesh 
Ghimire 

Khayarkhani Multi purpose 
Agricultural group Treasurer Male  43 9863827641 

11 

Chandra 
Kumari 
Basnet Godawari Women Committee Member Female 30 9862926140 

12 
Rilamu 
Sherpa 

Sahasi Women Agricultural 
committee Member Female 32 9807727538 

13 
Chancha 
Maya Rai Kamana Tole bikas Member Female 40 9804709287 

14 
Hem Kumari 
Magar 

Juneli Female agricultural 
group president Female 50 9862546801 

15 Kalawati Sada 
Ghumne Production female 
agricultural committee president Female  43   

16 Mamata Sada 
Ghumne Production female 
agricultural committee Member Female  36 9813808365 

17 
Ram Kishun 
Sada 

Ghumne Production female 
agricultural committee Member Male   52   

18 Srijana Sada 
Ghumne Production female 
agricultural committee Member Female  30   

19 Sabina Rai Godawari Women Committee Treasurer Female  32 9865292332 

20 Mandira B.K.  Belaka 4   Female  40   

21 
Totra Nath 
Thapa Belaka 4   Male   35   

22 Dhan B.K. Belaka 4 Member Male   28 9817755148 

23 

Rudra 
Bahadur 
Niroula Belaka 5   Male   34   

24 
Suresh 
Gurung Belaka 4 president Male   41   

25 
Mohan 
Kumar Karki Belaka 4 Secretary  Male   40 9813074160 



26 Samrida Sada 
Ghumne Production female 
agricultural committee Treasurer Female 26   

27 Rajan Khatri Belaka 4 Member Male  36 9806942605 

28 
Dilip Kumar 
Shah  NFGF Program Officer  Male  43 9844070219 

29 Bimal Chettri  CEN  Finance Officer  Male 32   

30 

Umesh 
Kumar 
Katwal  Belaka 4 Ward Secretary Male    9814785940 

31 
Raj Kumar 
Bista Belaka 4   Male  34 9804744261 

32 Kumari Sada 
Ghumne Production female 
agricultural committee Member Female 39   

33 
Sangita 
Acharya  Belaka 4 

Ward agricultural 
technician Female  27 9804747185 

34 Nabina Tiwari CEN Program Officer Female  29   

35 

Chakra 
Bahadur 
Niroula Belaka 4 Member Male   40 9804747155 

36 Indira Rai NFGF Social Mobilizer Female  28 9862913395 

37 Narad Niraula NFGF 
 Municipal 
Chairman-NFGF    58 9867558830 

38 
Dilip Kumar 
Shah  NFGF Program Officer  Male  43 9844070219 

39 

Durga 
Bahadur 
Mahal  Driver    Male  40   

 


